
 

Skymember Presents: NOMAD RING Mark II (Bitcoin Gold)
by Avi Yap, Calvin Liew and Sultan Orazaly

VISUALLY transform a coin into a ring WITH NO COVERS and vice versa!

In early 2020, Sultan Orazaly and Avi Yap have been working on a
groundbreakingly visual coin and ring routine. They wanted something that was
DIRECT, INSANELY VISUAL and yet something that was EXTREMELY EASY to
do. That was Nomad Ring.
Soon later, Avi uploaded the routine on Instagram, and it immediately exploded!
It went viral with close to 30k views in less than a day! The routine gathered
many praises from the best magicians from all over the world, from David
Williamson, Jeffery Wang to Luke Dancy and more!"

"You really are posting some beautiful and unbelievable stuff! I love it!"
- David Williamson

"Damn, that s*it is crazy!"
- Luke Dancy

"Fu*k! This is too strong for me!"
- Jeffrey Wang

"Yeah Avi, take my money!"
- Ryan Bliss

We were also overwhelmed by the number of requests for us to release this
routine, and so we did! And it sold out in less than a day! However, before
restocking, our team saw many room for improvements and so we went back to
the drawing board. We weren't and will not be satisfied to produce a subpar level
product, we just want the best.

After many months of working, we at Skymember Presents are proud to bring to
you a BRAND-NEW Nomad Ring. With a completely new gimmick and routine,
we name it Nomad Ring Mark 2.

We've redesigned and reengineered the gimmick from the ground up. Calvin led
the RND team through countless iterations to find the best possible material in
order to craft the best gimmick.
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Teaming up with Alchemist Coins Co, we are now able to deliver extremely high-
quality gimmick at an extremely affordable price!

Apart from the changes we've made to the gimmick, Nomad Ring had also
evolved. Thanks to the redesigned gimmick, the coin is now completely
examinable. Coming with several new ideas and handlings, the routine has
become more dynamic and modular than ever!

We are proud of how the original Nomad Ring turned out and we can't wait to get
this new one in your hands! Come on in, to Nomad Ring Mark 2. Available now,
worldwide.

Features:

BUTTERY SMOOTH & VISUAL coin-ring routines.
Ready to perform out of the box.
Made to last. Extremely high-quality props.
Straight and bold handlings. Perform like a wizard.
NO COIN SWITCHES! You may hand out the coin for examination.
Detailed instructions by Avi Yap.

Disclaimer: Each Nomad Ring Mark 2 comes with a custom coin and gimmicked
ring (fixed size). Custom regular ring sold separately. 3 gorgeous styles available;
Morgan, Bitcoin Silver and Bitcoin Gold.
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